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ABSTRACT
For almost two decades, a sexual predator groomed and abused hundreds of young, female athletes. All
the while, he held an esteemed position as the national team doctor for USA Gymnastics (the national
governing body for the sport of U.S. gymnastics) and served on the faculty at Michigan State University,
where he treated countless female athletes in his sports medicine clinic. This predator, Larry Nassar, is
now behind bars for life. At his sentencing hearings earlier this year, hundreds of his victims, many of
whom were Olympians, courageously came forward detailing their accounts of sexual abuse at the hands
of Nassar, who veiled his abuse and molestation as “legitimate medical treatments” for injured athletes.
So many of Nassar’s long list of victims were just children when he abused them (some as young as age
ten), and, thus they were unable to comprehend what was happening to them as they pursued their dreams.
The nation is now left baffled as to how this abuse persevered for so long and why USA Gymnastics failed
to properly detect and stop it. This Article, which is the first scholarly piece to address the USA
Gymnastics scandal from a legal and regulatory perspective, aims to answer the above questions by
analyzing the cultural and governance failures within USA Gymnastics that led to the duration of this
abuse, and by proposing two major structural reforms within the world of U.S. Olympic sports to greatly
decrease the likelihood that such a tragedy would ever occur again. These reforms consist of the adoption
of a robust whistleblower reporting system with appropriate anti-retaliation protections and the
unionization of gymnasts competing within USA Gymnastics so that the interests of vulnerable, young
adults are adequately protected from a legal standpoint. The implementation of these legal and structural
reforms will help to ensure that, going forward, the physical and emotional well-being of minor athletes
is at the forefront of any organization that purports to protect them.
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INTRODUCTION
On February 5, 2018, Larry Nassar, the former USA Gymnastics and Michigan State University
sports medicine doctor, was sentenced to life imprisonment for his sexual abuse of hundreds of young
female athletes over the course of nearly twenty years. 1 Nassar sexually molested and abused more than
250 young women during his years working as their physician. 2 Most of those abused were young girls
or teenagers at the time, many of whom courageously gave powerful victim impact statements at Nassar’s
sentencing hearings earlier this year. 3 During these statements, his victims detailed the intensive physical
and emotional abuse that they suffered at the hands of Nassar during their many years of athletic training
and the lingering negative effects of this abuse on their self-esteem and personal confidence. 4
While one of the judges in Nassar’s case described the sexual trauma he inflicted on the numerous
young gymnasts as “incomprehensible,” 5 it is critical to recognize that this tragedy was due not only to
Nassar’s disturbed mental state but was facilitated by the failed governance of Nassar’s former employer,
USA Gymnastics (“USAG”), the national governing body for the sport of U.S. gymnastics, which, for
years, failed to both detect and respond to the abuse. 6 While social psychologists are best poised to
analyze how a person like Nassar could engage in such monstrous behavior, our goal in this Article is to
propose specific legal and structural reforms within the world of national organized sports to ensure that
no sexual predator could ever again infiltrate a sport in which so many children and young athletes
participate.
This Article argues that to adequately protect young athletes from another sexual abuse tragedy
similar to the one that recently occurred within USAG, it is critical that the official national governing
bodies for amateur sports implement robust whistleblower protection systems and that the athletes
themselves have a reasonable opportunity to organize and form a union to collectively bargain over their
terms and conditions of employment. This Article will proceed in three parts. Part I provides an overview
of the U.S. women’s gymnastics tragedy, analyzing both the history of women’s gymnastics in the United
States, and the sustained pattern of Nassar’s sexual abuse that occurred in recent years under the purported
supervision of USAG. Part II explores the underlying situational elements of USAG that allowed Nassar’s
sexual abuse of young female gymnasts to remain undetected for nearly two decades. This section will
analyze the inequities in power dynamics within USAG, as well as the organization’s culture of silence
and lack of adequate internal and external reporting mechanisms. Finally, Part III calls for two important
legal and structural reforms to prevent a similar future tragedy to the one that occurred within USAG –
these reforms consist of, first, the implementation of an effective whistleblower protection system with
clear reporting mechanisms and retaliation protections, and, second, the creation of a formal union body
to represent and protect the interests of the young athletes who compete within each individual, amateur
sport in this nation. It is the authors’ hope that these reforms would ensure that the next generation of
athletes has every opportunity to achieve personal and professional success, in addition to a healthy selfimage as they train to achieve their goals and dreams.
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Christine Hauser, Larry Nassar Is Sentenced to Another 40 to 125 Years in Prison, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 5, 2018),
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/05/sports/larry-nassar-sentencing-hearing.html; see also Dr. Larry Nassar: A History of
Preying on People, LANSING STATE J. & INDYSTAR, http://interactives.indystar.com/news/standing/OutofBalance/Nassar
Timeline/LSJ.html.
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See Alonna Vagionos, 140 Women Have Accused Larry Nassar of Abuse. His Victims Think We Don’t Care, HUFFINGTON
POST
(Jan.
14,
2018),
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/larry-nassar-abuse-victims-publicoutrage_us_5a58f619e4b03c4189654efe (estimating the number of young women abused by Dr. Nassar at upwards of 140);
see also Ed White & David Eggert, New Larry Nassar Victims Are Expected to Speak as Number of Accusers Grows, TIME
(Jan. 31, 2018), http://time.com/5127119/larry-nassar-how-many-victims/.
3
Hauser, supra note 1.
4
See generally id. (discussing the reading of victim impact statements).
5
Id.
6
See ABOUT USA GYMNASTICS, https://usagym.org/pages/aboutus/pages/about_usag.html (last visited Apr. 30, 2018).
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I. AN OVERVIEW OF THE U.S. WOMEN’S GYMNASTICS TRAGEDY
A. A Brief History of U.S. Gymnastics and USAG Organizational Structure
The sport of organized gymnastics emerged largely out of the “Turnverein” movement of 1800s
Germany – a movement that was intended to enhance German physical fitness, military strength, and
autonomy. 7 As Turnvereins began to immigrate to the United States in search of greater freedoms, they
brought with them their acrobatic competitions, which first became popular in East Coast cities such as
Baltimore, Boston, and New York. 8 The first recorded competitive gymnastics activities in the United
States took place at Harvard University in the mid-1800s. 9 Although the United States initially paid little
attention to the sport of gymnastics, it sent its first gymnastics team to compete in the Summer Olympics
in 1936 – the same year that U.S. track and field star Jesse Owens won four gold medals while representing
the country. 10 Although the U.S. men’s and women’s gymnastics teams initially struggled against world
competition, in time, American gymnasts emerged as among the finest in the world. 11
The performance of U.S. athletes in competitive gymnastics began to improve after 1978, when
Congress passed the Amateur Sports Act, which chartered the U.S. Olympic Committee as the exclusive
body to oversee Olympic sports in the United States, and established separate, national bodies to oversee
each individual Olympic sport. 12 In conjunction with the passing of the Amateur Sports Act, the U.S.
Olympic Committee named USAG as the official national governing body for all U.S. gymnastics events
– thus transforming the USAG into a quasi-subsidiary of the U.S. Olympic Committee, as well as into the
exclusive U.S. member of the “Federation Internationale de Gymnastique” – the international governing
body responsible for setting the rules related to global gymnastics competitions. 13 Currently, the USAG
is structured as a 501(c)(3), not-for-profit organization, and governed by a 21-member Board of
Directors. 14
Not long after USAG gained control over organized U.S. gymnastics, the U.S. women’s
gymnastics team experienced its first real Olympic success when, in the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles,
sixteen-year old West Virginia native, Mary Lou Retton, became the first U.S. gymnast to win an all-

7

See Robert Knight Barney, German Turners in America: Their Role in Nineteenth Century Exercise Expression and Physical
Education Legislation, in EARL F. ZEIGLER, AMERICAN SPORT AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION HISTORY (TO 1975): AN ANTHOLOGY
(eBook 1975, 2009), at 116-17 (describing the movement as a response to the German’s early 1800s military defeat to
Napoleon).
8
Id. at 117-18.
9
Id. at 118.
10
See Ryan M. Rodenberg & Andrea N. Eagleman, Uneven Bars, Age Restrictions, Antitrust and Amateurism in Women’s
Gymnastics, 40 U. BALT. L. REV. 587, 589 (2011), see also Jesse Owens, A Chilly Reception in Nazi Germany, Then Olympic
Glory, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 8, 2016) (explaining that, while facing racial epithets and claims of Aryan superiority, Owens
proceeded to win gold medals in the long jump, 100-meter dash, the 200-meter dash and the 4x100 relay).
11
See STEVEN A. REISS, SPORTS IN AMERICA: FROM COLONIAL TIMES TO THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: AN ENCYCLOPEDIA,
https://www.amazon.com/Sports-America-Colonial-Twenty-First-Century/dp/0765617064, at 433 (noting that “American
gymnastics did not perform to international standards in the decades following WW2” and that the sport was dominated by the
Soviet Union and its Eastern European allies, a particular embarrassment for the US during the Cold War”).
12
See
Juli
Anne
Patty,
The
Gymnastics
World,
SPORTS
DESTINATION
MANAGEMENT,
http://www.sportsdestinations.com/sports/gymnastics/the-gymnastics-world-4490 (last visited Apr. 28, 2018).
13
Id. See also About USA Gymnastics, USA GYMNASTICS, https://usagym.org/pages/aboutus/pages/about_usag.html (last
visited Apr. 30, 2018). But see generally Rodenberg & Eagleman, supra note 10, at 589 (tracing the oversight role of USA
Gymnastics back even further to 1970).
14
See About USA Gymnastics, USA GYMNASTICS, athttps://usagym.org/pages/aboutus/pages/about_usag.html (last visited
Apr. 30, 2018); see also USA Gymnastics Bylaws, USA GYMNASTICS (revised Dec. 2017),
https://usagym.org/PDFs/About%20USA%20Gymnastics/Governance/usag-bylaws.pdf (last visited Apr. 30, 2018).
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around gold medal. 15 By upsetting Romanian favorite Ecaterina Sazbo by 0.05 points at the overall-event,
Mary Lou Retton catapulted both herself and her coach to legendary status. 16 Retton’s coach at the time
was Bela Karolyi – a Romanian defector who had previously coached elite Soviet gymnasts. 17 Based on
his success at training Mary Lou Retton (among others), USAG thereafter named Bela Karolyi as the
team’s new head coach and gave Karolyi’s wife, Marta, broad control over all logistical tasks related to
U.S. women’s gymnastics. 18 The goal is mind was to help produce more U.S. gymnasts on the level of
Mary Lou Retton – a result they believed would allow the U.S. to compete more favorably against Russia
in future Olympics, an especially important goal in light of the Cold War. 19 Although USAG initially may
have maintained some oversight over the Karolyi family, with each passing gymnastics victory over the
Russians, the Karolyis gained more autonomy and the U.S. women’s gymnastics team went on to win five
medals in the 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona, Spain under the Karolyis’ training. 20 The team won
four more in the 1996 games in Atlanta, Georgia, and one metal in the 2000 Olympics in Sydney,
Australia. 21
After more than a decade of overseeing USAG, Bela Karolyi stepped back his role with the U.S.
women’s Olympics team after the U.S. took fourth place at the 2000 Olympics; at that time, his wife Marta
replaced him as the team’s coach and she proceeded to take on an even broader presence in the sport. 22
Under Marta Karolyi’s oversight, winning in U.S. gymnastics went from being very important to meaning
absolutely everything – irrespective of any regard for the emotional and physical well-being of the
athletes. 23 Marta Karolyi, upon becoming coach, began to require the nation’s elite gymnasts to train
several times a year in a program run out of her family’s Texas ranch, “the Karolyi Ranch.” 24 This
unconventional and centralized training regime continued until January 18, 2018, when USAG finally
ended its association with the ranch in the aftermath of hundreds of U.S. women’s gymnasts revealing the
sexual abuse they suffered at the hands of Nassar, 25 which very often took place at the Karolyi Ranch. 26
15
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Id.
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See id.; see generally STEVEN A. REISS, SPORTS IN AMERICA: FROM COLONIAL TIMES TO THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: AN
ENCYCLOPEDIA, https://www.amazon.com/Sports-America-Colonial-Twenty-First-Century/dp/0765617064, at 433 (further
explaining the embarrassment of the United States in its failure to compete effectively in gymnastics against Eastern Bloc
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See Rodenberg & Eagleman, supra note 10, at 587-90.
21
Id. (referencing the 1966 success of the U.S. women’s gymnastics team); 2000 Olympic Team Receives Bronze Medals at
Visa Championships, USA GYMNASTICS (Aug. 11, 2011), https://usagym.org/pages/post.html?PostID=6001 (indicating that
the 2000 U.S. women’s gymnasts only were awarded bronze metals years later after the team from China was disqualified).
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See, e.g., Juliet Macur, Final Bow for Martha Karolyi, the Woman Who Lifted U.S. Gymnastics, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 9, 2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/10/sports/olympics/final-bow-for-martha-karolyi-the-woman-who-lifted-usgymnastics.html; Rodenberg & Eagleman, supra note 10, at 587-90.
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See Rodenberg & Eagleman, supra note 10, at 587-90.
24
Id.
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Eric Levenson, USA Gymnastics Cuts Ties with Karolyi Ranch and Its Memories of Abuse, CNN (Jan. 19, 2018),
https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/18/us/usa-gymnastics-karolyi-ranch/index.html (“USA Gymnastics has terminated its
agreement with the Karolyi Ranch in Huntsville, Texas. It will no longer serve as the USA Gymnastics National Team Training
Center.” (citing Kerry Perry, President and CEO of USA Gymnastics)).
26
See Dan Murphy & John Barr, USA Gymnastics Cuts Ties with Karolyi Ranch Training Facility, ESPN (Jan. 19, 2018),
http://www.espn.com/olympics/story/_/id/22145103/usa-gymnastics-cuts-ties-karolyi-ranch-training-facility (explaining how
Dr. Nassar even groomed the young women’s gymnasts for sexual abuse at the ranch by giving them snacks and treats and
other items that the Karolyi family forbid them from having). For the estimate of the total number of young women’s gymnasts
abused by Dr. Nassar of about 140, see Alonna Vagionos, 140 Women Have Accused Larry Nassar of Abuse. His Victims
Thing We Don’t Care, HUFFINGTON POST (Jan. 14, 2018), https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/larry-nassar-abuse-victimspublic-outrage_us_5a58f619e4b03c4189654efe.
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B. Larry Nassar’s Sexual Abuse of More Than 250 U.S. Women’s Gymnasts
Larry Nassar, the individual guilty of sexually abusing hundreds of innocent female gymnasts, had
a long history of working in the medical field, specifically in gymnastics. 27 As a teenager in 1978, Nassar
began working with gymnasts as a student athletic trainer at North Farmington High School in the suburbs
of Detroit. 28 He later graduated from the University of Michigan with a bachelor’s degree in kinesiology
in 1985 and then a medical degree from the College of Osteopathic Medicine at Michigan State University
(“MSU”) in 1993. 29
Even before officially obtaining his medical degree, Nassar began working for USAG in 1986 as
an athletic trainer and, in 1996, he became the team’s national medical coordinator. 30 After completing a
primary care sports medicine fellowship in 1997, Nassar began his affiliation with MSU as medical faculty
and assumed the role of team physician for several MSU sports teams until he was fired because of the
sexual abuse allegations in 2016. 31 From approximately 1998 to 2015, USAG employed Nassar in various
esteemed roles, including the title of National Team Physician, National Medical Director, Certified
Athletic Trainer, and Osteopathic Physician. 32
Almost immediately upon beginning his career, Nassar began sexually abusing young women who
were sent to him by their coaches within USAG or within the MSU network to receive his medical care. 33
The truth about these long and tragic years of abuse finally came to light when two former gymnasts, one
of whom is an Olympic medalist, came forward to the Indianapolis Star news source in September of
2016 after individually filing civil and criminal complaints alleging that Nassar had sexually abused them
beginning in the early 1990s. 34 Shortly thereafter, numerous other women came forward alleging the
same sexual abuse, and, today, a total of 265 victims have been revealed. 35
Nassar’s victims each experienced the same pattern of abuse. 36 Nearly all victims were young
female gymnasts or other athletes, at least eighteen of whom are Olympian medal-holders, who suffered
from injury, physical pain, or soreness from countless hours of training (often presenting as hip, back, and
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Kim Kozlowski, How MSU Doc Became Suspect in Dozens of Rapes, THE DETROIT NEWS (Aug. 10, 2017, 11:50pm),
http://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2017/08/10/rise-fall-larry-nassar/104491508/.
28
Id. (Nasser once noted on his Facebook page that “[his] high school years set a strong foundation for the rest of [his] life.”).
29
Id.
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Dr. Larry Nassar: A History of Preying on People, LANSING STATE J. & INDYSTAR,
http://interactives.indystar.com/news/standing/OutofBalance/NassarTimeline/LSJ.html (last visited Apr. 30, 2018).
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Id.; see also Complaint, Doe v. Mich. St. U., et al., 2017 WL 4679022 at *55 (W.D. Mich. Aug. 24, 2017) (No. 1:17-cv00029-GJQ-ESC). This is the first civil action to be brought against Nassar, MSU, USAG, and others affiliated with these
institutions by one of Nassar’s victims, who was a minor, and so the complaint was brought by her father. The victim and her
father remained anonymous.
32
Complaint, Doe v. Mich. St. U., et al., 2017 WL 4679022 at *39 (W.D. Mich. Aug. 24, 2017) (No. 1:17-cv-00029-GJQESC).
33
A History of Preying on People, supra note 30.
34
Complaint, Doe v. Mich. St. U., et al., 2017 WL 4679022 at *39 (W.D. Mich. Aug. 24, 2017) (No. 1:17-cv-00029-GJQESC); see also Tim Evans, Mark Alesia & Marisa Kwiatkowski, Former USA Gymnastics Doctor Accused of Abuse, INDYSTAR
(Sept. 12, 2016, 3:46pm), https://www.indystar.com/story/news/2016/09/12/former-usa-gymnastics-doctor-accusedabuse/89995734/ (one of the women filed a civil suit against Nassar in California alleging the abuse, while the other filed a
criminal complaint with police in Michigan).
35
Ed White & David Eggert, New Larry Nassar Victims Are Expected to Speak as Number of Accusers Grows, TIME (Jan. 31,
2018), http://time.com/5127119/larry-nassar-how-many-victims/.
36
See, e.g., Carla Correa & Meghan Louttit, More Than 160 Women Say Larry Nassar Sexually Abused Them. Here Are His
Accusers In their Own Words, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 24, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/01/24/sports/larrynassar-victims.html ; ‘We Have the Power Now': The Statements from the Women Who Confronted Larry Nassar, CHI. TRIBUNE
(Jan. 24, 2018, 9:59 AM), http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/international/ct-nassar-victim-statements-20180124story.html.
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leg pain) and were routinely sent to Nassar for medical treatment. 37 Coaches, knowing then of no reason
to question Nassar’s integrity, told the young women that Nassar was a “miracle worker” and “a knight in
shining armor” who could “fix anyone or anything” experiencing physical pain—in fact, these athletes
were often told that they were “lucky” to be treated by such a renowned doctor. 38 Revered by his
community as a truly skilled physician, Nassar was “seen as the best at what he did, so good that USA
Gymnastics wanted him at the Olympics—they wanted him to be the one person on earth who would be
treating their top athletes.” 39
However, tragically, Nassar sexually abused hundreds of young women by penetrating his patients
intra-vaginally with ungloved hands, guising this abuse and other fondling as a “massage” and as
legitimate “treatment” that would help to eliminate the type of physical pain from training that the athletes
had suffered. 40 Nassar exploited these women, who were so often minor children, by relying on the fact
that a form of “pelvic floor” therapy does exist that utilizes manipulation of internal vaginal soft tissue,
however, such therapy is used for conditions such as consistent pelvic pain, bowel and bladder issues like
incontinence, and painful sexual intercourse, none of which are descriptive of the type of physical
afflictions affecting gymnasts and other athletes. 41 Further, pelvic floor treatments are not usually
performed by osteopathic physicians like Nassar but are most often referred to physical therapists
specialized and certified in that type of treatment, who are both supervised while performing the treatments
and usually female. 42 Often, there was no other adult present in the room during Nassar’s treatments, but,
shockingly, at times an unknowing parent was actually present—in such instances, Nassar purposely
positioned himself and the patient in such a way that it would be impossible for the parent to know exactly
what Nassar was doing. 43
Many of the women had not initially realized that Nassar’s behavior constituted sexual abuse
because they were so young (some were as young as nine years old) and simply trusted his behavior as a
legitimate treatment — for many, it was not until years later, when the allegations of abuse finally
emerged, that they realized, they too, had been victims of sexual abuse. 44 Rachael Denhollander, a former
Olympic gymnast who was fifteen years old when first abused by Nassar, was the first person to publicly
come forward with allegations of sexual abuse against him by filing a criminal complaint with the MSU
Police in 2016, which was sixteen years after she became a victim. 45 Recalling what went through her
mind as Nassar performed the “treatments” on her, all the while being told by him that this was a legitimate
In their Own Words, supra note 36.
See, e.g., In their Own Words, supra note 36; Virginia Heffernan, Dr. Larry Nassar Was Not a Doctor, L.A. TIMES (Jan. 26,
2018), http://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-heffernan-larry-nassar-20180126-story.html (discussing how Nassar “and
his enablers” allowed the abuse to continue for years without discovery); see also Hadley Freeman, How Was Larry Nassar
GUARDIAN
(JAN.
26,
2018),
Able
to
Abuse
So
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For
So
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THE
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2018/jan/26/larry-nassar-abuse-gymnasts-scandal-culture (discussing how the culture of
gymnastics made it possible for Nassar to “groom” his victims).
39
20/20, Sister Survivors (ABC television broadcast Jan. 26, 2018), at 10:05 minutes, http://abc.go.com/shows/2020/episodeguide/2018-01/26-012618-sister-survivors.
40
Alice Park, Aly Raisman Opens Up About Sexual Abuse by USA Gymnastics Doctor Larry Nassar, TIME (Nov. 13, 2017),
http://time.com/5020885/aly-raisman-sexual-abuse-usa-gymnastics-doctor-larry-nassar/.
41
Roni Caryn Rabin, Pelvic Massage Can Be Legitimate, but Not in Larry Nassar’s Hands, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 31, 2018),
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/31/well/live/pelvic-massage-can-be-legitimate-but-not-in-larry-nassars-hands.html.
42
Id.
43
See Tim Evans, Mark Alesia & Marisa Kwiatkowski, Former USA Gymnastics Doctor Accused of Abuse, INDYSTAR (Sept.
https://www.indystar.com/story/news/2016/09/12/former-usa-gymnastics-doctor-accused12,
2016,
3:46pm),
abuse/89995734/ (quoting Rachael Denhollander, the first victim of Nassar to publicly come forward to speak out about the
abuse she had suffered).
44
Protecting Young Victims from Sexual Abuse Act: Hearing on S. 534 Before the Sen. Judiciary Comm., 115th Cong. (2017)
(statements of victims Jamie Dantzscher & Jessica Howard); https://www.c-span.org/video/?426087-1/olympic-gymnastsrecount-experiences-sexual-abuse.
45
Evans, Alesia & Kwiatkowski, supra note 43.
37
38
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way to treat her pain, Denhollander’s words below are telling of how Nassar persevered for so long without
discovery:
I was terrified . . . I was ashamed. I was very embarrassed. And I was very confused, trying
to reconcile what was happening with the person he was supposed to be. He’s this famous
doctor. He’s trusted by my friends. He’s trusted by these other gymnasts. How could he
reach this position in the medical profession, how could he reach this kind of prominence
and stature if this is who he is? 46
Following Denhollander’s public revelations, a barrage of related complaints and lawsuits from
other victims were filed, the first of which was filed anonymously in 2017 in federal court in Michigan by
the father of an abused minor against Nassar, MSU, MSU Trustees, members of the MSU Administration
and faculty, and USAG. 47 This complaint alleged that “under the false pretense” of proper medical care,
Nassar sexually abused a minor, relying on “his position of trust and confidence” to commit abuse that
resulted in “shock, humiliation, emotional distress and related physical manifestations thereof,
embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace, and loss of enjoyment of life” for the victim. 48 Similar
sentiments were echoed by the hundreds of females who bravely came forward to give victim statements
during Nassar’s sentencing hearings in January of 2018. 49 These victims each gave heartbreaking
statements, revealing the deep emotional scars stemming from the abuse they suffered and from the
confusion as to how the pursuit of their dream could lead to such tragic results. One victim, abused by
Nassar at only ten years of age, later committed suicide. 50 Some of those voices are echoed below.
‘He was the doctor. I was the child. I had no idea what to think.’ 51
‘You preyed on me, on us. You saw a way to take advantage of your position — the almighty
and trusted gymnastics doctor . . . .’ 52
‘I remember he took me into the training room, closed the door and closed the blinds. At
the time I thought this was kind of weird but figured it must be OK. I trusted what he was
doing at first, but then he started touching me in places I really didn’t think he should.’ 53
Id. (quoting Rachael Denhollander).
Complaint, Doe v. Mich. St. U., et al., 2017 WL 4679022 at *55 (W.D. Mich. Aug. 24, 2017) (No. 1:17-cv-00029-GJQESC).
48
Id. at *52-55 (W.D. Mich. Aug. 24, 2017) (No. 1:17-cv-00029-GJQ-ESC). The Complaint goes on to state that “[b]ecause
of Nassar’s reputation, the Plaintiff's minor and her parents had no reason to doubt Nassar, as MSU, and USAG represented
him to be a reputable, ethical, and trustworthy doctor.” Id. at 47.
49
Zach Schonbrun & Christine Hauserjan, Larry Nassar, Sentenced in Sexual Abuse Case, Is Back in Court, N.Y. TIMES (Jan.
31, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/31/sports/larry-nassar-sentencing.html (discussing the various victims who came
forward to give statements at Nassar’s various sentencing hearings); Tracy Connor, ‘Army of Women’ Fights Gymnastics
Doctor Larry Nassar With Words, NBC NEWS (Jan. 24, 2018, 2:28 PM), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/armywomen-fights-gymnastics-doctor-larry-nassar-words-n840481 (summarizing the sentiments of the numerous women who gave
victims statements at Nassar’s sentencing hearings).
50
Nick Butler, Mother Claims Abuse by Nassar Drove Daughter to Suicide, INSIDE THE GAMES (Jan. 17, 2018),
https://www.insidethegames.biz/articles/1060247/mother-claims-abuse-by-nassar-drove-daughter-to-suicide (noting Chelsea
Markham’s death); Aliya Kahn, Larry Nassar’s Abuse Victim: Chelsea Markham’s Suicide, EARN THE NECKLACE (Jan. 17,
2018), https://www.earnthenecklace.com/larry-nassars-abuse-victim-chelsea-markhams-suicide/ (Chelsea’s mother gave a
brave victim’s impact statement in Chelsea’s absence during his sentencing hearings).
51
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statement of Maddie Johnson).
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Imagine how it feels to be an innocent teenager in a foreign country hearing a knock on the
door and it’s you [Nassar]. I don't want you to be there, but I don’t have a choice. Treatments
with you were mandatory, and you took advantage of that. 54
[I] became so brainwashed by Larry [Nassar] and everyone at USA Gymnastics. Both whom
I thought were supposed to be on my side. Nobody was protecting us from being taken
advantage of. Nobody was even concerned whether or not we were being sexually abused.
I was not protected, and neither were my teammates. My parents trusted USA Gymnastics
and Larry Nassar to take care of me, and we were betrayed by both. 55
In November of 2017, Nassar plead guilty to seven counts of first-degree criminal sexual conduct
in Ingham County Circuit Court in Lansing, Michigan. 56 On January 24, 2018, Judge Rosemarie Aquilina,
who presided over Nassar’s sentencing hearings for these charges and allowed the nearly 160 victims and
parents to be present in court to give victims statements, sentenced Nassar to a maximum of 175 years in
prison with no probation or parole. 57 At sentencing, Judge Aquilina told Nassar the now-famous words “I
just signed your death warrant,” commenting that despite her belief in rehabilitation of criminals when
possible, she believed that is not possible with Nassar as “[he doesn’t] get it” and remains a danger. 58 This
state sentence follows Nassar’s December 2017 federal sentence where he had already received sixty years
imprisonment on child pornography charges, to which he pleaded guilty in federal court in July of 2017.59
Nassar was also charged in Eaton County, MI with sexually abusing young female gymnasts at Twistars,
a training facility in Michigan, to which he pleaded guilty to three counts of criminal sexual conduct.60
The sentencing hearings for these charges brought in dozens more victims to offer their statements and,
on February 5, 2018, Nassar received an additional state sentence of 40 to 125 years for these charges,
which will run subsequent to the federal sentence (if Nassar is still alive) and concurrently with the other
state sentence. 61 Judge Janice Cunningham, who presided over these hearings, expressed the same
concerns as Judge Aquilina, stating that Nassar could not fathom the wrongness of his actions or the
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from assurances that he would not be further charged from dozens of other additional victims).
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POST
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2017,
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PM),
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/larry-nassar-gymnastics-childpornography_us_5a29751ee4b0b185e53a0f98; Ralph Ellis, Larry Nassar Transferred to Federal Prison in Arizona, CNN
(Feb. 10, 2018, 7:28 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/10/us/larry-nassar-transferred-to-tucson-prison/index.html (Nassar
pleaded guilty to receiving child pornography in 2004, being in possession of thousands of images of child pornography from
2003 to 2016, and, in 2016, to destroying and concealing evidence while under investigation).
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https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/05/us/larry-nassar-sentence-eaton/index.html.
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devastating impact it has had on so many women and their families. 62 Nassar began serving his sentence
in a high-security federal prison in Tucson, Arizona in February of 2018. 63
II. HOW NASSAR’S SEXUAL ABUSE
UNSTOPPED

OF

U.S. WOMEN’S GYMNASTICS REMAINED UNDETECTED

AND

While Nassar deserves a lion’s share of the blame for his monstrous acts in abusing hundreds of
gymnasts, he is not alone to blame. 64 Although Nassar was the lone perpetrator of sexual abuse, various
other individuals affiliated with USAG played a role in creating a culture of silence and fear in which
everyone involved missed the warning signs of wrongdoing. 65 This culture is best exemplified by the
following horrifying quote from Bela Karolyi himself: “The young ones are the greatest little suckers in
the world. They will follow you no matter what.” 66 This section will look at three aspects of the culture
surrounding USAG that enabled Nassar to continue perpetrating his sexual abuse on young athletes for
such a long period of time.
A. Internal Power Inequities and Unbearable Demands for Perfection
The first aspect of the culture underlying USAG that enabled Nassar to commit sexual abuse on
young, female athletes for so long involves the internal power inequities and unbearable demands for
perfection placed on the gymnasts by parents and coaches within USAG. 67 Beginning with the
appointment of the Karolyi family to their positions of control over the sport, USAG has operated under
a culture where it is common for the young gymnasts to “be belittled by their coaches.” 68 The norm has
been for coaches to call the gymnasts insulting names like “butterball,” “pregnant spider,” or “tank” after
a poor performance. 69 To avoid risking the wrath of coaches and administrators and knowing what
defiance would cost them, many of the U.S. gymnasts transformed over time from confident young girls
into “small, mute creatures who look at their coach as an idol and perform everything without ever talking
back.” 70 In addition to the loss of self-esteem that resulted from ongoing social belittlement, USAG under
the Karolyi family also exercised authoritarian power over the daily lives of the elite gymnasts. 71 The
Levenson, supra note 60.
Ralph Ellis, Larry Nassar Transferred to Federal Prison in Arizona, CNN (Feb. 10, 2018, 7:28PM),
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and perhaps legal, duty to protect the athletes and keep them physically and emotionally safe).
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ed. 2016) (discussing the strong situation created by Stanley Milgram’s famous experiment and how participants “could not
have guessed at the outset what the experiment involved, and they were not prepared to resist anyone’s demands”).
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10 MARQUETTE. SPORTS L. J. 127, 136-37 (1999).
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See, infra, notes 68-77 and accompanying text.
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U.S. women’s gymnastics training program was all-encompassing, with the girls instructed to train at the
Karolyi Ranch for “forty-six hours a week” and provided with rest breaks merely the following times:
“only Sundays off, three days around Christmas, and one around the Fourth of July.” 72
Parents were not allowed to be present at the Karolyi Ranch with their daughters, and, once there,
the young gymnasts also surrendered all control of their own nutrition and calorie intake. 73 It is well
documented that the Karolyi family limited gymnasts’ calories while staying at the Ranch—often forcing
them to go to bed hungry. 74 While some of the girls initially protested and sought help from the male
gymnasts in seeking food, many others ultimately developed and suffered from eating disorders. 75 In
addition, the coach-ordered limits of the calorie intake of the gymnasts led to other physical health
problems like the delayed onset of menstruation. 76
While some may expect that the gymnasts would have alerted their parents to these harsh training
conditions, doing so would have probably yielded little benefit for many. Troublingly, some of the elite
gymnasts’ parents were likely aware of the strict conditions at the Karolyi Ranch, but they “abdicated
many of their responsibilities to their child’s coach” based on the Karolyi’s track record of making young
American girls into gymnastics stars. 77 Even the families that may have expressed some concern with the
Karolyi’s methods seemed reluctant to pull their daughters from the program after they had already
devoted hundreds of thousands of dollars to their training. 78 Indeed, many of the parents lived vicariously
through their daughter’s gymnastics accomplishments, even though it was the girls who did all of the work
and made the greatest non-financial sacrifices. 79
B. A Culture of Silence
Given the troubling culture already endemic within USAG, it is perhaps not surprising that a sexual
predator like Nassar was able to avoid public detection for so long, even though he committed his abuse
across the globe, including in his office, at various meets and athletic events, and even in the hotel rooms
of the athletes at the Olympic Games. 80 While not all of Nassar’s victims were Olympian gymnasts, 81 the
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amount of money that U.S. gymnast Dominique Moceanu’s parents purportedly invested in her training as being in the ballpark
of “$200,000”).
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culture of gymnastics was especially conducive to allowing Nassar to prey upon and manipulate young
girls. 82 His abuse occurred frequently at the Karolyi Ranch – the single place where, as discussed, the
young female gymnasts lived under the absolute greatest authoritarianism. 83 As many with first-hand
knowledge have revealed, it was the norm for gymnastics coaches and trainers both inside and outside of
the Karolyi Ranch to be extremely strict, tough, intimidating, and even insulting to the gymnasts as they
trained, pushing them to excellence no matter what the cost—it was against this backdrop that Nassar, as
their doctor, groomed the young women, presenting himself as “the nice guy,” often offering the athletes
gifts, food, candy, and a listening ear. 84 As former U.S. national champion and victim of Nassar, Jessica
Howard, put it, “[Nassar] wasn’t one of the scary people . . . you learn through all of your time in the gym
that you need to listen and obey . . . [Nassar] wasn’t like that, he was very kind.” 85 As another victim
stated, “Nassar used his charm and his position as national team doctor to make everyone his gossip buddy,
his special friend, his best pal ― so that when the world he built one day came crumbling down, he’d have
an army of supporters defending him.” 86
Numerous former gymnasts and Olympians have now spoken out about the culture of silence that
permeated USAG and allowed not only Nassar’s sexual abuse to persevere, but also consistent mental and
emotional abuse inflicted by coaches as part of such intensive training, to become the norm. In this way,
a “tone at the top” was created with only one goal in mind—getting the girls to the Olympics, with little
regard for how they got there. As one source stated, “[t]here is no other sport in which this could have
happened but gymnastics . . . [t]hese girls are groomed from an incredibly young age to deny their own
experience. Your knee hurts? You’re being lazy. You’re hungry? No, you’re fat and greedy. They are
trained to doubt their own feelings, and that’s why this could happen to over 150 of them.” 87 In such an
See, e.g., Joan Ryan, Larry Nassar Is Just the Beginning. Gymnastics Culture Has Been Abusive For Decades, NBC NEWS
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environment, the athletes were completely silenced and, if they did decide to tell someone about the pain
and abuse inflicted against them, they were told not to complain.
Dominique Moceanu, a 1996 gold-medal Olympian who was fortunate to have avoided Nassar’s
sexual abuse, was one of the first former gymnasts to publicly speak out about USAG’s “egregiously
flawed and dangerous system” that would blatantly ignore any concerns of its athletes and established a
“culture that set the stage for other atrocities to occur.” 88 Revealing the years of mental and emotional
abuse that she endured from coaches and trainers while working towards the Olympics, Moceanu has
described USAG as a “culture of fear, intimidation, and humiliation” largely established by head USAG
coaches, Marta and Bela Karolyi. 89 As Moceanu explains, the Karolyis defected to the United States from
Romania in the early 1980s, taking with them the rigors of a “Communist, centralized system” and
applying it to the USAG as their training methodology with “total control with little to no oversight from
any governing body,” thereby perpetuating a true culture of silence that facilitated various types of
abuse. 90 “USAG openly frowned upon, ostracized, and punished those who dare speak out about anything
that could be construed as critical of the program, even physical injury.” 91 As an example, Moceanu
explains that, at age fourteen, her coaches told her to ignore severe leg pain she had been experiencing
and continue training “over and over until [she] collapsed on the floor in the gym”—only then did coaches
finally call for medical assistance to discover that Moceanu had been training on a broken leg. 92 For
those engaged in elite and Olympic training, female athletes of all ages, including children, were required
to reside at the Karolyi Ranch “for days or weeks at a time without supervision of parents or other adults
not employed by [USAG],” thereby perpetuating an environment of repression, which, “combined with
fear of retribution for speaking out, opened the door for sexual abuse to occur.” 93
One of Nassar’s victims, Jamie Dantzscher, a 2000 U.S. Olympic bronze medalist, expressed that
she was sure that the other adults at Karolyi Ranch had to be aware of Nassar’s abuse given the
circumstances of how his medical care was administered there—if the athletes were injured, it was
mandatory to receive Nassar’s medical treatments, even “after the lights were out in the gym and the
training area was closed [for the day] . . . the only other area to get [Nassar’s] treatment was in our own
room and the other adults never supervised that.” 94 Dantzscher claimed that the “very least” other adults
or coaches could have done was to supervise “a grown man” alone with a girl receiving “treatment” in her
private room and in “[her] own bed” or even to have “one conversation [with the girls] about what is
appropriate and what’s not and [bring] more awareness to the issue.” 95 As expressed by these women and
so many of Nassar’s victims, no actions were taken within USAG culture to probe into any concerns or
even acknowledge that the environment was not conducive to healthy and productive physical training or
1996 book that reveals the intense psychological and physical strain that female gymnasts in the U.S. suffer). See also JOAN
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88
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emotional well-being. Many claimed that this culture was actually why the U.S. Gymnastics team had
been so successful for so many years. 96
C. Lack of Adequate Internal and External Reporting Channels
As is now clear from the personal accounts of abuse from Nassar’s victims, as well as parents,
friends, and others within the gymnastics community who have now come forward, proper reporting
channels to raise and escalate concerns regarding abuse simply did not exist within USAG or MSU,
Nassar’s two employers. 97 These reporting channels were lacking on both an internal and an external
level. 98 Although, as discussed, many of the young women had not realized they were abused until public
reports emerged later, some victims did tell others in the community their concerns about Nassar’s
“treatments,” but all were met with silence and told that Nassar was nothing but a respected and skilled
doctor. 99
Because Nassar had developed so many strong friendships and so much respect from his
professional colleagues at MSU, within USAG, and in the gymnastics community generally, nobody with
any power to stop him questioned his behavior; to the contrary, the adults who did receive complaints
from the athletes defended his behavior because they were blindly convinced that he would provide
nothing but optimal, legitimate treatment. 100 In one instance in 1997, then sixteen year-old Larissa Boyce,
a gymnast at MSU’s youth program, and the “first known person” to have raised concerns about Nassar
internally, told MSU head gymnastics coach, Kathie Klages (a close friend of Nassar) about her discomfort
with Nassar’s methods. 101 Rather than properly investigate these concerns or report them to a higher
authority or to the police, Klages “humiliated and berated” Boyce, interrogating her about her accusations
and leading her to believe that she had misunderstood a legitimate medical technique. 102 Klages did
actually inform Nassar of what Boyce had told her, but Klages chose to trust Nassar, who defended his
methods as medically sound, over the young gymnast. 103 Had this report been adequately addressed,
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Nassar could have been stopped as early as 1997. As these sad facts reveal, blaming and silencing Nassar’s
victims had become a common theme. 104
Similar examples of the lack of proper internal and external reporting channels illustrated through
the minimization of red flags and the lack of any investigation have emerged widely. 105 Dismissive
responses by coaches, trainers, and other professionals to whom the women reported include some of the
following: (i.) “Nassar [is] a respected doctor and [you] should trust him” (response to Christie
Achenbach, former runner, by her coach); (ii.) “[H]e’s a world-renowned doctor . . . [who] treats elite
athletes” (response to Tiffany Lopez, former softball player, by her trainers); (iii.) trainer of Jennifer Rood
Bedford, former volleyball player, told Bedford she would need to make an official statement that “what
Nassar had done was unprofessional or criminal” in order to proceed with looking into the matter, which
Bedford decided not to pursue due to embarrassment; and (iv.) Kyle Stephens, whose parents were very
close friends of Nassar and who was as young as six years old when Nassar molested her in his own home,
told her psychologist about the abuse in 2004, who never reported the allegations, and her parents chose
to believe Nassar over her (which later led her father to commit suicide in 2016). 106
In one instance, concerns were escalated within USAG’s organizational structure but ultimately
ignored. 107 In 2015, Maggie Nichols, a member of the U.S. national gymnastics team, discussed her
concerns about Nassar’s treatments with another gymnast and was overheard by her coach, who reported
it to officials at USAG. 108 However, USAG never told law enforcement of this information and instead
hired a private investigator, resulting in USAG’s ultimate conclusion that there was no “reasonable
suspicion” that Nassar had committed any crime. 109
USAG’s actions in attempting to hide these allegations against Nassar were particularly egregious.
The organization placed any such reports about Nassar’s behavior in a file cabinet rather than reporting
the issues externally to any unbiased entity. 110 As part of its 2015 internal investigation, USAG
interviewed McKayla Maroney, 2012 Olympic gold medalist, who was abused by Nassar at the Karolyi
Ranch and at international competitions (even within Nassar’s own hotel room after giving her a sleeping
pill on an international flight). 111 It was only after Maroney’s interview that USAG finally contacted the
FBI about the alleged abuse and discretely fired Nassar—however, USAG failed to inform MSU of the
abuse, where Nassar was continuing to see dozens of female patients and also required Maroney to sign a
confidentiality agreement in December of 2016 as part of a $1.25 million settlement that she had reached
with USAG so that she would keep quiet about the scandal that had finally broke. 112 Maroney has since
could not imagine Nassar "doing anything questionable," then discouraging her from filing a formal complaint, according to a
federal lawsuit.”).
104
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given public interviews about the abuse she has suffered, revealing that Nassar abused her “hundreds” of
times. 113
In late 2016, USAG hired Indianapolis-based law firm Krieg DeVault LLP to conduct an
independent review of USAG’s policies, procedures, and practices for handling sexual misconduct matters
going forward, which partnered with Praesidium to conduct the report, an entity that specializes in
“preventing sexual abuse in organizations that serve youth and vulnerable adults.” 114 As was already
obvious from the way in which so many young gymnasts were ignored for years, this report revealed that
USAG does not actually require its members to report suspected child abuse and lacks any system at all
to ensure that its various constituents and member clubs adhere to the membership requirements of the
organization, which specifically highlight the need to create a strict reporting system for any violations
and for USAG to respond promptly upon receipt of such information, especially in the case of physical,
emotional and sexual abuse. 115 The “overarching recommendation” of this report is for a “complete”
cultural shift within the organization—“the culture that must be adopted is that USA Gymnastics’ top
priority is the safety and well-being of its athletes; not just their success on the field of play.” 116 An
essential component of establishing this culture is the encouragement of reporting. As the report notes,
“[t]he Overall Environment Surrounding Competitive Gymnastics, and in Particular USA Gymnastics,
Tends to Suppress Reporting,” as there are “many barriers to reporting.” 117
As discussed, these barriers exist due to the following factors that are descriptive of the USAG
environment: young age and emotional development of the gymnasts; lack of athletes’ understanding as
to wrongful acts; a “[s]trong desire to please authority figures;” the power imbalance of gymnastics; a
culture of “mental toughness, no complaining”; concerns about the repercussions of reporting (including
team selection and future scholarships); “ostracism of those who do complain;” and the belief that if an
athlete does report, that it must be a written, signed complaint that will be shared with the abuser. 118 The
heartbreaking stories that have emerged from Nassar’s victims reveal that all of these factors were at play
within USAG, which was exacerbated by the lack of effective and widely advertised reporting within the
organization. 119
III.

LEGAL AND STRUCTURAL REFORM TO PREVENT ANOTHER SEXUAL ABUSE TRAGEDY IN ORGANIZED
U.S. SPORTS

Although it is too late to undue the horrors of Nassar’s abuse on a generation of American female
gymnasts, there are reasonable reforms that USAG and other high-level national sports bodies could
implement to minimize the possibility of another sexual abuse scandal reaching the magnitude of the this
Gymnastics Won’t Seek Fine if McKayla Maroney Discusses Abuse, ESPN (Jan. 17, 2018),
http://www.espn.com/olympics/story/_/id/22131861/usa-gymnastics-seek-fine-mckayla-maroney-speaks-sexual-abuse (Per
the confidentiality agreement, Maroney faced a $100,000 fine if she spoke out. USAG, at the very least, decided not to enforce
this provision, thereby allowing Maroney to give her victim impact statement at Nassar’s sentencing hearing).
113
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(Apr. 18, 2018), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/mckayla-maroney-says-larry-nassar-molested-her-hundreds-timesn866926.
114
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115
Id. (recommending that any failure to adhere to this reporting system should result in sanctions, including revocation of
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of the organization, [c]lear standards of behavior, [the] [p]rovision of sufficient resources to assist in maintaining the standards;
and [a]ccountability”).
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tragedy. 120 This section will propose two important structural and legal reforms conducive to reducing
the risk of a sexual predator remaining undetected within the ranks of USAG or other organized sports
bodies again. Section III.A proposes a whistleblower protection system to encourage the reporting and
investigation of alleged wrongdoing within athletic bodies such as USAG and the protection from
retaliation of anyone who comes forward with such information. Section III.B then proposes the
unionizing of elite U.S. women’s gymnasts for purposes of providing them with representatives that
operate under the formal legal duty to represent the gymnasts’ best interests—and not the interests of
USAG, their coaches, or even, in some cases, their overbearing and glory-obsessed parents.
A. Whistleblower Protection Systems
One necessary component of any meaningful structural reform to USAG would include the
implementation of a robust whistleblowing policy, along with adequate assurances as to its effectiveness
and utilization.121 Interestingly, USAG actually has a whistleblower policy on the books, which is dated
August of 2014, and thus, was created three years before Nassar’s abuse finally came to light. 122 This
policy, although brief and clearly not enforced, implements a reporting requirement stating that “it is the
responsibility of all directors, officers, and employees to report [to a designated individual] a violation or
suspected violation of the Bylaws, the Code, applicable procedures and policies of [USAG], or accounting
practices, laws or regulations that govern the operations of [USAG] (collectively “Violations”) . . . . ” 123
The policy also includes an anti-retaliation component, stating that “no director, officer, or
employee (“Reporting Person”), who in good faith, reports a Violation, shall suffer harassment, retaliation
or any adverse employment consequence, including, but not limited to, termination, suspension,
compensation decreases, poor work assignments and/or threats of any nature”—anyone who retaliates
against a “Reporting Person” in violation of this policy is subject to discipline. 124 The policy then states
that USAG has “an open door policy” and that concerns should be shared with the entity’s President or
another member of senior management, who is then required to report violations to a designated “USAG
Compliance Officer.” 125 This internal compliance officer is then responsible for reviewing reports and
determining necessary next steps.126 Other noteworthy items within the policy state that the whistleblower
who files a complaint with respect to a violation “must be acting in good faith and have reasonable grounds
for believing the information disclosed indicates a [v]iolation” and that the whistleblower’s report will be
kept confidential “to the extent possible, consistent with the need to conduct an adequate investigation.”127
Without more, the fact that USAG has a whistleblowing policy on the books is of little comfort.
Any whistleblowing (or good governance) policy is simply not enough if the organization that it governs
fails to encourage reporting without fear of reprisal. As discussed, it has now become clear through the
testimony of hundreds of Nassar’s victims that fear of reprisal for speaking out about any known abuse,
let alone even any red flags, was severely lacking. Furthermore, any whistleblowing policy should be
See, infra, notes 121-150 and accompanying text.
See Jeanette Ashton, 15 Years of Whistleblowing Protection under the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998: Are We Still
Shooting the Messenger? 29 IND. L. J. 44, 78 (2015) (noting that a whistleblowing policy means very little if it is not supported
by a culture of transparency and support by the organization); Jennifer M. Pacella, Inside or Out? The Dodd-Frank
Whistleblower Program's Antiretaliation Protections for Internal Reporting, 86 TEMP. L. REV. 721, 750-52 (2014) (discussing
the importance of strong whistleblower retaliation policies).
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adequately advertised and disseminated to all constituents of an organization. 128 Much to the surprise of
many, Enron, an entity whose demise resulted from one of the most colossal governance failures in
corporate history, also had in place a code of conduct, a compliance program, and set of core values
(respect, communication, integrity, and excellence), each intended to promote ethical behavior within the
organization. 129 These policies obviously failed and Enron deteriorated in large part due to the nonenforcement of these policies and programs, a lack of oversight by its board of directors, and various
conflicts of interest within the entity. 130 In much the same way, USAG’s whistleblower policy has failed
in actual practice.
The best facilitator of encouraging whistleblowers to come forward is the development of a culture
that embraces such individuals and makes them feel as though their report will be valued and not used
against them. 131 As discussed previously, the culture within USAG is in need of a complete overhaul and
needs to emphasize, in both theory and actual practice, that the safety and well-being of its athletes is a
top priority and that any information that would threaten this goal in any way, however minor, should be
brought to the attention of leaders within the organization and ultimately to the Board of Directors. 132 An
additional facilitator of a healthy culture emphasizing reporting should consist of various forms of
education within USAG, ideally in the form of mandatory trainings, to ensure that girls of all ages,
especially minors, as well as parents and coaches, are fully aware of what constitutes sexual abuse versus
legitimate medical treatment and what is appropriate in all of the gymnasts’ interactions with adults,
including medical professionals and coaches who are in a superior position of trust over the gymnasts.
Even if USAG’s existing whistleblowing policy had been effectively administered or enforced,
there are several weaknesses within it that fail to create an optimal whistleblowing system that would
encourage reports of abuse or misconduct of any type and the prompt management of them. First, the
policy makes absolutely no mention of the gymnasts themselves—the individuals who, at least in theory,
are those that the policy ultimately seeks to protect. It provides no retaliation protections for them and
imposes no reporting obligations on them. In addition, other essential individuals are absent completely
from reporting obligations, including coaches (those with the most constant and intimate access to the
gymnasts) and member clubs, which are the only entities that may apply for membership with USAG on
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behalf of an athlete. 133 USAG’s current whistleblowing policy’s reporting requirement is limited to a
narrow subset of individuals—directors, officers or employees—who are not likely to be aware of the
existence of abuse or other wrongdoing given their removal from the rigors of everyday training and
interaction with the athletes. At a minimum, the gymnasts themselves, coaches, and member clubs must
be included among those with reporting obligations and eligible for the policy’s retaliation protections for
reporting. The gymnasts themselves should be included in this category because they are the most
probable individuals to become aware of abuse or other misconduct, either because they were the actual
victims or heard about wrongdoing through their close friendships with their fellow gymnasts. Although
it may be difficult for the gymnasts to feel comfortable making such a report given their personal
circumstances, unless the abuse comes to light, it cannot be stopped and there are various ways to mitigate
this discomfort, including reports through an anonymous whistleblower hotline 134 and a fundamental shift
in culture in which transparency, especially as it relates to any allegation of abuse, is the norm.
Additionally, a commitment to anti-retaliation of whistleblowers must be enforced and echoed throughout
the entire organization.
Second, the retaliation protections in USAG’s whistleblowing policy are problematic in that they
focus on adverse employment actions as a main form of retaliation to be protected against, specifically
noting examples of retaliation that may include “termination, suspension, compensation decreases, poor
work assignments and/or threats of any nature.” 135 This provision should be amended to include the
various forms of retaliation that are most applicable to the actual gymnasts, as non-employees of USAG,
including, most importantly, the form of retaliation that so many of the victims feared the most—loss of
their coveted spot on the national and/or Olympic-bound teams, removal from Olympic training, or the
loss of their coaching and mentoring relationships. 136 Including actual forms of plausible retaliation
against athletes ensures that those in the best position to report are encouraged to do so without fear of
reprisal.
Various studies have revealed that the most significant deterrent to individuals considering
blowing the whistle is fear of retaliation by peers, colleagues, or supervisors, which is often fueled by an
organizational culture of silence or disregard. 137 Whistleblowers very commonly experience a devastating
133
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fate once they have reported, which is largely believed to be due to the psychological phenomenon of
“groupthink” in which members of a group tend to conform their thinking to align perspectives while
focusing on the positives of group behavior and minimizing any negative aspects—in this way, the
whistleblower, who essentially dissents from the group mentality, is usually met with resistance from
other group members and from those to whom the whistleblower reported. 138 Groupthink clearly
manifested itself as twofold within the gymnastics culture—once, as too accepting of the harsh training
conditions of the sport and dismissive of the mental and emotional anguish associated therewith, and,
second, as resistance to the reality that Nassar, rather than embodying the principles of the esteemed doctor
that he was believed to be, was actually a pedophile. This resistance was perpetuated by the notion that
his “treatments” were actually legitimate medical procedures. The vulnerability of the women in his care
made this possible—they came to him when injured and in much pain, deferring to his medical expertise
and stellar reputation in the community, and, although never giving consent for the “treatments,” the
women trusted in his assurances that his behavior was legitimate. 139 “They were uniquely vulnerable.
They were in pain from injuries. They were told Dr. Nassar was the only one who could heal them. As
top athletes, they were used to taking orders—they were programmed for obedience. ‘They wanted robots
and it was survival of the fittest and if you didn’t survive, see you later, you weren’t on the team.’” 140 The
girls were specifically trained to “do as [they’re] told and [not] say anything.” 141
To combat the perils of groupthink within USAG, especially among the adults to whom some of
the women did report, the organization’s whistleblowing policy should provide retaliation protections not
only for internal reporting, but for external reporting as well. While internal whistleblowing is enormously
beneficial to any organization, 142 whistleblowers who report in this manner are usually faced with
numerous disincentives that an external whistleblower reporting to outside sources would not normally
face, such as mental or physical retaliation for shedding light on negative information about their peers or
leaders or more subtle forms of retaliation such as ostracism, exclusion from social events, silent treatment,
loss of friendships, or heightened scrutiny. 143 In most organizational settings, internal whistleblowing
create and perpetuate that culture. . . .”); ETHICS RES. CTR., RETALIATION: THE COST TO YOUR COMPANY AND ITS EMPLOYEES
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within the entity is preferable and that which merits the strongest retaliation protections, as it reveals
misconduct or perceived violations of the law in their early stages and at a time that the organization can
timely address the concerns and avoid future damage associated with letting the misconduct continue
while avoiding possible governmental intervention. 144 In the case of USAG, however, it is just as
important to implement a policy that would protect external whistleblowers from retaliation if they report
to outside sources such as law enforcement, the media, the U.S. Olympic Committee, or the International
Gymnastics Federation (the latter two entities give USAG its designation as the national governing body
for the organized sport of gymnastics in the United States). 145 USAG’s existing whistleblowing policy
makes absolutely no mention of external reporting or retaliation protections for that type of reporting. To
properly address any future instances of sexual or other physical abuse, it is essential to ensure an antiretaliation policy for reports to an external source and to specifically encourage reports to law enforcement
so that the perpetrator can be charged from a criminal standpoint.
With respect to retaliation protections for internal and external reporting alike, it is also crucial to
establish which type of standard would serve as the threshold to trigger eligibility for retaliation
protections as it pertains to the whistleblower’s belief that some type of violation has occurred. Most
whistleblowing statutes utilize the “reasonable belief” standard whereby eligibility for retaliation
protections requires that the whistleblower must have reasonably believed that the information he/she
reported constituted a possible violation of law—if it is the case that no violation of the law has actually
occurred but that the whistleblower was still retaliated against because of his/her report, retaliation
protections are still available as long as this standard is met. 146 The reasonable belief standard requires
both subjective and objective elements, which require that the whistleblower has a subjectively genuine,
good faith belief that the issue of concern is demonstrative of a possible violation of the law, as well as an
objective belief that a similarly situated person with a comparable background and skill set would also
believe a violation to have occurred. 147
Although the reasonable belief standard is commonly applied in statutory whistleblower
protections and is considered to be one of the more lenient eligibility thresholds, 148 a whistleblower
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that do not explicitly state the reasonable belief standard as requiring such a standard. See, e.g., Fanslow v. Chicago Mfg. Ctr.,
384 F.3d 469, 480 (7th Cir. 2004) (agreeing with other circuit courts that the reasonable belief standard applies to determine
whistleblower retaliation protections under the False Claims Act); Knox v. United States Dep’t of Labor, 232 Fed. Appx. 255,
258–59 (4th Cir. 2007) (applying the reasonable belief standard to the Clean Air Act).
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See Allen v. Admin. Review Bd., 514 F.3d 468, 477 (5th Cir. 2008) (explaining the objective component of the reasonable
belief standard); Securities Whistleblower Incentives and Protections, 76 Fed. Reg. 34,300, 34,303 (June 13, 2011) (codified
at 17 C.F.R. pts. 240–249) (discussing the subjective component of the reasonable belief standard, under which motive of the
whistleblower is not required).
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program requiring only a subjective component is the most lenient by far since it concerns itself only with
the personal circumstances of the whistleblower, who is eligible for retaliation protections in all cases
except when knowingly making a false report. 149 In contrast, when objectivity is needed, the
whistleblower is judged against the “reasonable person” standard to determine whether someone with the
same factual circumstances, knowledge, background, and experience would also have believed the
conduct constitutes a violation of the law. 150 The need to satisfy the objectivity component would be
another hurdle for the whistleblower to overcome to qualify for protection. The USAG whistleblowing
policy takes a step in the right direction by providing retaliation protections for those who report “in good
faith,” 151 thereby implying subjectivity, but the policy should clearly articulate this distinction and ensure
that a “reasonable belief” standard is not applicable, especially as it pertains to all enumerated individuals
with reporting obligations, most notably the gymnasts. The gymnasts, many of whom are minor children,
should not be judged against each other when determining whether retaliation protections for a report they
make are warranted—only their individual mental state when making the report should be considered,
which is most appropriate in light of their vulnerability as children or young women, the intense physical
and mental pressures that they are up against during training, and their position of subordination to
coaches, trainers, and other adults in positions of superiority within the gymnastics community. 152
An additional weakness in USAG’s whistleblowing policy involves the way in which reports are
received and handled. An individual known as a “USA Gymnastics Compliance Officer” is tasked with
the duty of ultimately receiving the whistleblower’s report from senior management, reviewing it, and, as
vaguely stated, “determining the steps to be taken to investigate and seek resolution of all reported
complaints . . . .” 153 This compliance officer may then advise the President and/or the audit committee
“at his/her discretion” in the process of managing the reports. 154 There are several problems with this
model. First, this compliance officer is neither named in the policy nor is there a reference to how such a
person may be contacted. It is not known whether such an officer was actually even appointed at the time
of this policy’s creation, has since been appointed, or was already in existence. Any potential
whistleblower referring to USAG’s policy in advance, perhaps when contemplating whether to blow the
whistle or not, would not be able to confirm that some individual will ultimately manage and properly
address the report, let alone know how to contact that person. A thorough search on the internet, the
USAG website, and within USAG’s past board minutes did not reveal any information as to the existence
of such a role. 155 The second problematic aspect of the way in which whistleblower reports are handled
in this policy is that USAG’s board of directors is completely absent from the process. An ideal
of Others: Shall We Protect the Unborn with Murder? 86 KY. L.J. 257, 275 (1998) (discussing that a “reasonable belief” rule
is a more lenient standard).
149
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whistleblowing policy requires mandatory reporting up-the-ladder to the board of directors who each have
fiduciary duties to respond to red flags and other related concerns to which they are alerted. 156 As the
highest governing body of an organization and distinguishable from the officers who operate the entity on
a daily basis, the board of directors are usually less prone to bias and a direct report to them helps to assure
that executives do not filter or block negative information from reaching their ears. 157
In addition to the structural reforms discussed above, recent federal legislative developments
should help prevent another abuse scandal in the gymnastics world, as well as in other organized sports.
On February 14, 2018, the Protecting Young Victims from Sexual Abuse and Safe Sport Authorization
Act of 2017 was signed into law. 158 Aimed at preventing any future occurrence of sexual abuse of athletes,
this law mandates adults who interact with athletes in national governing bodies (like USAG) or amateur
sports organizations “who learn[] of facts that give reason to suspect that a child has suffered an incident
of child abuse, including sexual abuse” to report this information to law enforcement or a child-welfare
agency designated by the Justice Department as soon as possible, with penalties imposed for failure to
report. 159 The law also extends the statute of limitations for victims to sue sex-crime perpetrators to allow
those who are abused as minors a chance to seek redress, as many may not realize that they have been
abused until adulthood. 160 In addition, the law authorizes the U.S. Center for Safe Sport, an organization
launched by the U.S. Olympic Committee after the Nassar scandal, to investigate and resolve allegations
of abuse associated with the national governing bodies (like USAG); to monitor all national governing
bodies for compliance with the reporting requirements; and to take measures to ensure that athletes can
report alleged abuse to an independent entity that will investigate and resolve the issues. 161 Additional
measures incumbent upon the U.S. Center for Safe Sport pursuant to this law include the development of
educational resources to promote reporting, procedures to prohibit retaliation by national governing bodies
against reporters, and, importantly, the development of procedures to limit one-on-one interactions
between a minor athlete and an adult at facilities under the jurisdiction of national governing bodies. 162 It
156
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Prog., Amer. Health Lawyers Asscn. (2007) (discussing how directors have “core fiduciary obligation[s] to respond to and
investigate red flags within the entity); Richard Lundberg, Managing Risks Associated with the Securities and Exchange
Commission’s Whistleblower Bounty Program, ASPATORE , 2013 WL 936256, at *11 (2013) noting that board of directors
should receive communications about whistleblower tips). See also In re Caremark Int'l Inc. Derivative Litig., 698 A.2d 959,
971 (Del.Ch.1996) (holding that a board of directors’ fiduciary duties include a duty of reasonable oversight).
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L. REV. 1107, 1121 (2006) (discussing the structural model of whistleblowing in which channels are available to report
information to the board of directors and the benefits of such a model); Jennifer M. Pacella, Bounties for Bad Behavior:
Rewarding Culpable Whistleblowers Under the Dodd-Frank Act and Internal Revenue Code, 17 U. PA. J. BUS. L. 345, 347–48
(2015) (noting that the free flow of information to the board of directors assists with avoiding financial and other scandals
within entities).
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is the authors’ hope that the combination of these legal developments and the structural reforms proposed
herein would ensure that another sexual perpetrator could never endure, let alone exist, within organized
sports.
B. Unionization
Unionization, meanwhile, presents an additional means to provide legal protections to U.S.
women’s gymnasts—facilitating their empowerment, autonomy and potential for shared governance over
the operation of USAG. Congress passed the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA” or “the Act”) in
May of 1935 to grant private employees the right to self-organize and “engage in concerted activities for
the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection.” 163 The NLRA “arose out of the
necessities of a labor situation where a single employee was helpless in dealing with an employer based
on fundamental differences in size and bargaining power between the parties.” 164 Much like other workers
who have unionized under the NLRA, individual U.S. women’s gymnasts are “helpless” without union
protection because the USAG has monopoly power to control who may compete in Olympic gymnastics
on behalf of the United States. 165 Thus, absent a women’s gymnasts union, even a single conflict between
a potential Olympic gymnast and the USAG could derail her ability to compete on the highest level and
earn both prize money and endorsement dollars. 166
1. Unionizing Goals and Legal Standards
The primary goal of the NLRA is to reduce this power differential between employers and labor
by allowing members of a labor force to bargain in groups, rather than as individuals. 167 More specifically,
the Act instills a legal obligation on employers to bargain collectively with an established labor union over
the mandatory terms and conditions of employment – hours, wages, and other working conditions. 168 In
instance of abuse against athletes), https://www.c-span.org/video/?426087-1/olympic-gymnasts-recount-experiences-sexualabuse.
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other words, the Act does far more than simply allow workers to just collect higher salaries. It also allows
them to have more control over their workplace lifestyle in general.
Pursuant to the NLRA, the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB” or “the Board”) may choose
to assert jurisdiction over any group of private, non-managerial workers and recognize them as a union if,
among other requirements, the workers meet the statutory definition of “employees.” 169 Although the
NLRA does not explicitly define who is an “employee,” the common law definition for an “employee”
includes any person who “performs services for another under a contract of hire, subject to the other’s
control or right of control, and in return for payment.” 170 While the NLRB is not required to adopt this
definition, it often considers the definition to serve as the appropriate starting point to its analysis.
Breaking down each of these four components to the common-law definition of “employee,” a
person who “performs a service” is one who engages in an activity in which a reasonable person, absent
any coercion, would generally expect compensation. 171 By contrast, somebody who performs an act
“solely for his personal purpose or pleasure,” absent any coercion, would generally not be deemed an
employee. 172 To illustrate this point, in Walling v. Portland Terminal Co., the U.S. Supreme Court held
that individuals who were enrolled in a seven or eight day training course to become railroad-yard
brakemen did not constitute employees, even though they performed a small amount of work under direct
supervision, because these individuals were “in much the same position as students in a school,” and thus
they were not reasonably under the expectation of payment for the limited amount of work they
completed. 173 Meanwhile, in a subsequent case, the U.S. Supreme Court explained that even if the
individuals in Walling had considered themselves to be “volunteers,” they still might reasonably constitute
“employees,” in the legal sense, if these individuals had engaged in these activities for a longer period of
time and thus reasonably could have expected payment in exchange for them. 174
Similarly, a “contract for hire” generally entails the payment of wages for work. However, the
mere absence of an express or implied-in-fact contract related to compensation for work is not always
determinative to the legal analysis performed by either a court or the NLRB. 175 For example, either a
court or the NLRB may find an “implied-in-law” employment agreement, even absent an actual agreement
to prevent a powerful employer from exploiting would-be workers. 176 Along the same lines, a court or
See, e.g., Brown Univ., 342 N.L.R.B. 483, 490, n.27 (2004).
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the NLRB may find a contract for one to provide his or her services to another to constitute a “contract
for hire” even absent the promise by the purported employer to perform monetary payment as long as
general principles of fairness and equity would support such as result. 177
Along the same lines, operating pursuant to another’s “right of control” involves the alleged
employer limiting freedoms of purported workers in a significant manner. In the context of organized
sports, Region 13 of the NLRB previously has held that Northwestern University exercised “control” over
its grant-in-aid college football players who engaged in forty to fifty hours per week of football-related
activities during their fall academic semester. 178 Beyond these heavy time commitments, Northwestern
University’s football coaches also determined the players’ attire when traveling to road games, controlled
whether the players were allowed to seek outside employment, monitored all football-player
communications with the media, and even decided what contents the football players were allowed to post
on the Internet. 179
Finally, the performance of work “in return for payment” generally entails the expectation of the
payment of money by the purported employer to the purported employee. However, as elucidated by the
U.S. Supreme Court in Tony & Susan Alamo Foundation v. Department of Labor, such a “payment” does
not, as a matter of law, need to be monetary in nature. 180 In that case, the Court specifically held a private
foundation had indeed made a payment to its staff of “volunteer” employees because the foundation had
provided these employees, in exchange for their services, with “food, clothing, shelter, and other
benefits.” 181 Similarly, in Northwestern University v. College Athletes Players Association, Region 13 of
the NLRB held that the grant-in-aid recipient college football players at Northwestern University
constituted employees and thus implicitly received “payment” from their college in the form of their
academic scholarships, even though these athletes did not receive any monetary payment from their
college. 182
2. Elite U.S. Women’s Gymnasts as Employees
Based on the above components to the common law definition of “employee,” one can make a
strong argument that U.S elite women’s gymnasts meet the technical standard of “employees” under the
National Labor Relations Act, even though either a court or the NLRB is within its rights to define the
term “employee” even more broadly. 183
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With respect to the first element of the common law test for employment, the U.S. women’s
gymnasts “perform a service” for which the reasonable person would indubitably have the expectation of
payment. 184 At present, the gymnasts’ labor services are vital to the USAG’s ability to generate television
revenues from gymnastics sporting events. Indeed, during the 2012 Summer Olympic Games in London,
England, the televised broadcasts of the U.S. women’s gymnastics team drew, on average, 38.7 million
viewers – ratings that exceed all other “amateur” sporting events. 185 Meanwhile, the television ratings for
gymnastics events in the 2012 Summer Olympic Games also outperformed most “professional” events,
including even past deciding games of the National Basketball Association’s championship series. 186
These television revenues, in turn, are used to cover the high salaries and “exorbitant” lifestyles of those
affiliated with the U.S. Olympic Committee, including administrators and overseers of USAG. 187 At the
heart of the general doctrine of intellectual property law, there lies a well-established principle that if you
create something, then it is yours to exploit.188 Based upon this principle, one would logically expect
that, if not for the monopoly power granted to USAG over U.S. gymnastics, women’s gymnasts reasonably
could have expected to receive pay, in addition to prize money, for their services. 189
Turning next to the question of whether there is a “contract for hire” between the elite U.S.
women’s gymnasts and the USAG, the answer here is likewise probably yes. 190 Unlike professional
athletes who compete in organized team sports, U.S. competitive gymnasts earn their salaries through
prize money that is paid to top performers based on their scores in national and international events, as
well as through sponsorship agreements they secure with third-party brands. 191 For an American gymnast
to gain eligibility to compete for prize money (and, thus, to gain the needed attention for sponsorship
Tony & Susan Alamo Foundation, 471 U.S. at 302-303 (discussing “performance of a service” and reasonable expectation
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opportunities), a gymnast must be part of a gymnastics club that is eligible for USAG membership, as
well as personally apply and be granted membership to USAG. 192 In conjunction with such membership,
the gymnasts must further agree to a number of requirements to maintain their eligibility to compete for
prizes, including granting USAG the right to profit off their likenesses, and to participate in events that
generate revenue with USAG, the U.S. Olympic Committee and the Federation Internationale de
Gymnastique through the sale of game tickets, media rights and sponsorship rights. 193
With regard to the third element of a common-law employment relationship pertaining to “right of
control,” the time commitments placed by USAG on elite female gymnasts, along with the undeniable
limiting of their freedoms, present just about the strongest imaginable case in favor of finding the exercise
of control by a purported employer. 194 Indeed, this level of extreme and persistent control exercised by
USAG over its elite female gymnasts appears in part, based on the USAG requirement that its competitive
gymnasts train “seven hours per day, six days a week” – a time commitment at least on par with that
required from the Northwestern University grant-in-aid college football players who Region 13 found to
be “employees.” 195 In addition, the elite female gymnasts who compete for USAG are required to
surrender most, if not all, choices about their nutrition, medical treatment and access to doctors, as well
as sometimes forgo seeing their parents and other family members for extended periods of time. 196 While
the mere provision of nutritional advice in itself would perhaps not rise to the level of control that would
support the finding of an employment relationship, the methodical forcing of young gymnasts to
physically “go to bed hungry” far exceeds the level of control that one would ever expect to see within an
autonomous activity. 197
Finally, regarding the common law requirement that the performance of work occur “in return for
payment,” even despite the USAG’s drastic efforts to avoid direct pay to athletes, elite female gymnasts
that compete for the USAG still receive prize money and endorsement deals – compensation that one
could reasonably consider cy pres to the direct salaries they would receive on a free market. 198
Furthermore, based on the legal monopoly that USAG enjoys over selecting U.S. Olympic gymnasts under
the Amateur Sports Act, it is able to secure the services of elite gymnasts without paying them directly –
knowing full well that any gymnast that refuses to accept the USAG’s terms of employment will, in
essence, forgo any alternative opportunity to secure payment in the form of prize money and endorsement
deals – thus making the participation with USAG and the ability to secure these other forms of pay, in
essence, part and parcel to one another. 199
Based upon the foregoing, there is an overwhelmingly strong argument that elite women’s
gymnasts in the United States meet the common-law definition of “employee.” Thus, at least pursuant to
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the common law standard, they operate within the framework of an employment relationship with a private
employer in the USAG.
3. Labor Board Discretion
Furthermore, under labor law, the NLRB retains the discretion to decline jurisdiction over any
group of employees if it believes that asserting jurisdiction would not serve to promote stability in labor
relations or would fundamentally interfere with broader national policy. 200 Here, NLRB can technically
decline jurisdiction for any reason, or for no reason at all. However, in the context of a prospective union
including elite USAG gymnasts, it is not very likely that the NLRB would decline jurisdiction on pure
public policy grounds.
Historically, the common reason why the NLRB has applied its discretion to decline jurisdiction
has been based on concerns over how asserting jurisdiction over American employees that are physically
based in U.S. controlled territories abroad would affect the nation’s foreign relations. 201 In August 2015,
the NLRB also somewhat surprisingly declined jurisdiction over Northwestern University’s grant-in-aid
college football players. There, the Board’s decision was based upon fear that, if it were to assert
jurisdiction, it would upset the on-field balance of power between Northwestern University’s college
football team and the college football teams of the other thirteen state public colleges that play football in
the Big Ten Conference. 202
In the context of recognizing a potential union consisting of elite female gymnasts, asserting
jurisdiction would not hamper stability in labor relations, nor would asserting jurisdiction fundamentally
interfere with any broader national policy. 203 Indeed, as first reported by Sally Jenkins of the Washington
Post, the current labor relations in U.S. Olympic sports are already in rather bad shape, with officials
affiliated with the U.S. Olympic Committee “feeding on filet mignon while ignoring athletes who are
abused and on food stamps.” 204 Moreover, even though USAG gymnasts compete in certain international
events against gymnasts who are not unionized, the asserting of jurisdiction over U.S. competitive
gymnasts would not place an undue burden on any foreign entity or government as all of the competitors
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involved with U.S. gymnastics are American citizens who perform all of their training and some of their
competitions on American soil. 205
Even the concerns related to on-field competitive balance that emerged in the Northwestern
University unionization case would not apply with respect to U.S. women’s gymnasts—at least not to
nearly the same magnitude. In national gymnastics events such as the Nastia Liukin Cup, American Cup,
U.S. Classic, and USA Gymnastics Championships, all of the competitors would be members of USAG—
thus, all competitors would have the opportunity to join the same union. 206 This is fundamentally different
from the case where the football players from Northwestern University sought to unionize, but doing so
would have left the players on the other thirteen colleges within their same conference without a union.207
Lastly, there are strong public policy reasons in the case of the U.S. women’s gymnasts that would
favor allowing them to unionize – extending far beyond the technical employer-employee nature of the
underlying relationship. 208 Numerous scholars have suggested that it is more important for the NLRB to
assert jurisdiction over workers in the context of ongoing “mischief” to protect the weaker party from
continuing the sustained abuses without a meaningful voice. 209 The monstrous sexual abuse that USAG’s
gymnasts experienced for such a sustained duration is one of the many instances in which “mischief” is
undeniable – in part enabled by their systematic disempowerment. Indeed, it would be naïve to think that
the coaches of USAG are adequately positioned to fully advocate for the best interests, or well-being of
the U.S. women’s gymnasts. Indeed, the coaches’ interests are often misaligned with those of the
gymnasts given that “[c]oaching is a profession, and as such, coaches depend upon the success of their
child athletes” to propagate their own careers – and not the child athlete’s long-term well-being. 210
Given that under the current system there is not necessarily any individual looking out for the true
interests of the USAG gymnasts, the establishment of an NLRB-recognized union with a legal duty to
protects the gymnasts’ best interests serves as an important step toward keeping these young, female
gymnasts physically and emotionally safe.
CONCLUSION
The abuse of hundreds of female gymnasts while in pursuit of their athletic dreams has brought
to light not only the sad reality that a sexual perpetrator endured for nearly twenty years without discovery,
but also that USAG failed at ensuring the safety of the very individuals it promised to protect. Ever since
the 1980s, USAG and its coaches have established a strict culture of harsh and intimidating training
conditions and belittlement to ensure its gymnasts reach Olympic levels and gain international fame and
recognition. 211 The facilitation of a culture of silence within USAG led to circumstances making it
possible for Nassar to prey on his victims, earn their trust and that of the larger gymnastics and medical
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community, and to commit countless instances of sexual abuse and molestation against the hundreds of
young females who sought the help of their doctor when in pain and injured. 212
This type of culture, combined with the lack of any existing or operational internal or external
reporting channels, prevented the knowledge of abuse from ever reaching anyone who was in a position
to stop it from continuing to occur—rather, Nassar abused girls and women for nearly two decades, leading
to hundreds of victims who came forward to give their statements at his sentencing hearings earlier this
year. 213 Although Nassar is now serving a lifetime prison sentence and can no longer pose harm to young
females, unfortunately the flawed system of detecting and properly addressing allegations of sexual abuse,
or any wrongdoing for that matter, persists and USAG is in need of complete overhaul to revamp its
culture and to ensure the protection of its athletes. 214
These unfortunate events can be avoided in the future through the legal and structural reforms that
the authors have proposed herein. This Article calls for two main reforms that would be conducive to
ensuring that another similar scandal could never occur—the creation of an effective whistleblower
protection system and the unionization of female gymnasts. While USAG does have a brief
whistleblowing policy on the books, it is ineffective in many ways due to its lack of inclusion of the
gymnasts themselves as eligible for retaliation protections, the lack of involvement of USAG’s board of
directors in receiving and addressing whistleblower reports, and the absence of mention of external
reporting as a protected activity. 215
This Article proposes reforms to USAG’s whistleblower policy, while highlighting the importance
of a reporting obligation for all constituents of USAG, including the gymnasts themselves with protection
from retaliation based on the most lenient standard, the subjective standard, which would offer protections
to whistleblower-gymnasts in all cases except knowingly making a false report. 216 The development of
this type of whistleblowing program, which contains provisions that are optimal for both protecting and
incentivizing whistleblowers to come forward, must be combined with an overhaul of USAG’s culture,
which has for too long repressed gymnasts and created a “groupthink” environment in which red flags
were never questioned, let alone raised. 217 The creation of a culture that welcomes the free flow of
information and advertises and educates gymnasts, parents, and coaches about appropriate training
techniques and inappropriate behaviors or interactions between those in positions of superiority over
gymnasts would serve to improve the environment of USAG, making it more conducive to ensuring that
the safety of its athletes is the ultimate goal.
At the same time, the unionizing of U.S. gymnasts would afford these gymnasts access to bona
fide representation that is separate from USAG as a private and commercial entity. This is important
because the monetary interests of USAG are often unaligned with the well-being of the gymnasts
themselves. Sadly, under the status quo, there is a strong financial interest for the administrators
associated with USAG to promote winning at all costs. This mentality has let USAG turn a blind eye to
their coaches’ emotional abusive treatment of female gymnasts and even the widespread and persistent
sexual abuse of more than 250 gymnasts by the team’s longstanding doctor, Larry Nassar.
The authors hope that, with the implementation of these legal and structural reforms, future
generations of gymnasts will have only one concern in mind going forward—the pursuit of their Olympic
dreams. By facilitating the adoption of a safe and healthy environment for young elite athletes, the official
national governing bodies will have little alternative but to reform their sports in a manner consistent with
true American ideals. As a result, the process of preparing young athletes to compete in the Olympics
could once again be one that provides great pride for our nation, and not a reason to express trepidation.
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